Updating for Externalists
J. Dmitri Gallow

he character I’ll call ‘the internalist’ holds that your evidence can never fail
to tell you what your total evidence is. If your total evidence is e , then you
must have the evidence that your total evidence is e . The character I’ll call ‘the
externalist’ denies this (§1). An update is a strategy for revising your degrees of
belief, or credences, in response to the outcome of an experiment. The internalist
has their update: upon learning e , adopt your pre-experimental credences conditional on e . This is the rule of conditionalization. Salow (forthcoming) teaches
that if the externalist adopts conditionalization, then they will be capable of engaging in deliberate self-delusion—designing experiments which are guaranteed
to raise their credence that ϕ as high as they like, independent of whether ϕ is
true or false (§3). This is not rational inquiry, and no sensible epistemology will
call it such. The externalist should reject conditionalization. So the externalist
is in need of an update. I have one to offer (§4). This update has maximal expected accuracy amongst those which the externalist should regard as genuinely
available. In experiments where the internalist has it right and your evidence will
tell you what your total evidence is, this update agrees with conditionalization.
It similarly agrees with the updates of Jeffrey (1965), Hild (1998a,b), Schoenfield (forthcoming), and Gallow (2014) in the paradigm cases for which those
updates were designed.

T

1 Internalism and Externalism
In general, to be an internalist is to think that some condition is within our epistemic reach. To be an externalist is to deny this. Given some condition c , an
internalist claims that, if you satisfy c , then you have access to the fact that you
satisfy c . And an externalist believes that you can satisfy condition c without having access to the fact that you satisfy c . Different conditions and different kinds of
access yield different breeds of internalism and externalism. Let the condition be
possessing the total evidence e . Say that you have access to a fact iff it is entailed
by your evidence. Then, the internalist says: whenever e is your total evidence,
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your evidence entails that e is your total evidence. The externalist: on the contrary, sometimes e can be your total evidence without you having the evidence
that e is your total evidence.
Internalism
Necessarily, if e is your total evidence at t , then at t you have the
evidence that e is your total evidence at t
 ( Tt e → Et Tt e )
Externalism
Possibly, you have the total time t evidence e without having the
evidence at t that e is your total time t evidence.
◊ ( T t e ∧ ¬E t T t e )
‘T t e ’ denotes the proposition that e is your total evidence at t . ‘E t e ’, that e is
entailed by your evidence at t .
The plausibility of internalism and externalism will depend in part upon
our conception of evidence. My primary focus here will be on the way that these
theses interact with the principle of conditionalization (to be introduced below). Conditionalization says to become certain that your evidence is true.
For this reason, throughout, I will understand ‘E t e ’ as saying at least that, at t , it
has become rational for you to be certain that e . And I will understand ‘T t e ’ as
saying at least that, at t , it has become rational for you to be certain that e , and
it has not become rational for you to be certain about anything stronger than e .
Beware: others use ‘evidence’ differently.1 Insofar as others utilize a conception
of evidence on which your total evidence can be e without it being rational for
you to be certain that e , or one on which you can be certain of ϕ even when
ϕ is not entailed by your total evidence, the theses they dub ‘internalism’ and
‘externalism’ may differ from the ones I am discussing. To have a name, call a
proposition about which certainty has been rationalized ‘certainty evidence’. In
§§1–3, whenever I say ‘evidence’, I refer to certainty evidence. In §4, I consider
other notions of evidence and their relationship to certainty evidence.
1.1

Internalism and Externalism with Kripke Frames

We may provide a standard Kripke semantics for the operators E t and T t . On
that semantics, E t is a familiar necessity modal—ðE t e ñ is true at w iff ð e ñ is
true at all worlds to which w bears a time t accessibility relation, R t . T t is less
1

In particular, Hild (1998b,a), Williamson (2000), Gallow (2014), and Schoenfield (forthcoming). See §4.
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familiar, but its semantics are simple enough: ðT t e ñ is true at w iff ð e ñ is true at
all and only worlds to which w bears R t . (Going forward, I suppress time indices.)
If we assume that evidence is factive, then the internalist’s thesis, Te → ETe , is
equivalent to the S5, or ‘negative access’, principle ¬Ee → E¬Ee . S5 says that
the lack of evidence is always evidence itself. It is equivalent to the conjunction of
the S4, or ‘positive access’, principle Ee → EEe and the Brouwer (‘B’) principle
¬E¬Ee → e . S4 says that the possession of evidence is always evidence itself. B
says that any evidence you might have, for all your evidence has to say, is true.
Williamson teaches that cases of perceptual illusion counterexample B. In
the bad case, you look at a white wall illuminated with red lighting. In the good
case, you look at a red wall illuminated with white lighting. In the bad case, it is
false that the wall is red, but your evidence does not rule out that you are in the
good case. In the good case, you have the evidence that the wall is red. So, in
the bad case, your evidence does not rule out that you have the evidence that the
wall is red. Even so, the wall is not red. So ¬E¬Er ∧ ¬r , where ‘r ’ is that the
wall is red. So B is false. The internalist will deny that in the good case you have
the evidence that the wall is red. Rather, in both the good and the bad case, you
merely have the evidence that the wall appears red, and/or that you believe the
wall is red. B is salvaged—though skepticism looms.
Williamson similarly teaches that cases in which our perceptual knowledge
is inexact counterexample the ‘postive access’ principle S4. Off in the distance,
you catch a glimpse of an unmarked clock (see figure 1a). Your vision is good
enough for you to get the evidence that the hand is on the right-hand side of
the clock. And though you likely learn something stronger still, you don’t learn
the precise location of the clock hand.2 At most, you learn that the clock hand
is located in some interval (see figure 1b). Grant also that, if the clock hand is
located at a position b , then you won’t learn that the clock hand is located within
some interval that has b as an endpoint (see figure 1c). Grant not only that this
is true, but that you’ve learned it.
These assumptions contradict S4.3 For the following three claims are inconsistent (In the following, I use ‘H ’ as a variable for the position of the clock hand).
A1) The strongest proposition you learn about the position of the clock hand
is that it lies in some interval [a, b ], with a < b .
A2) You have the evidence that, if the clock hand is located at b , then your
2

Throughout, I will use ‘learn that e ’ to mean ‘acquire the evidence e ’.
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We must also take on board the following assumptions, both of which are presupposed by the
usual possible worlds semantics: 1) the evidence operator E satisfies the K -axiom; i.e., E(ϕ →
ψ) → Eϕ → Eψ; and 2) if ϕ is evidence and ψ is logically equivalent to ϕ, then ψ is evidence
as well.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: A distant and brief glimpse at the unmarked clock (1a) provides the evidence
that the clock hand is positioned within some interval of values [a, b ] (1b); and you’ve
learned that, if the clock hand is positioned at b , then the glimpse does not provide the
evidence that the clock hand is no further than b (1c). These assumptions contradict the
‘positive access’ principle for evidence, Eϕ → EEϕ.

evidence doesn’t tell you that it is located no further than b .
E[H = b → ¬E(H ¶ b )]
A3) The possession of evidence is always evidence itself.
Eϕ → EEϕ
By contraposition on (A2),
(B1)

E [E(H ¶ b ) → H ̸= b ]

Assuming that the evidence operator E satisfies the K -axiom, (B1) entails (B2).
(B2)

EE(H ¶ b ) → E (H ̸= b )

(A1) entails (B3).
(B3)

E(H ¶ b )

From (B3) and (A3), we have
(B4)

EE(H ¶ b )

From (B4) and (B2),
(B5)

E(H ̸= b )

(B5) contradicts (A1), which assured us that the strongest thing you learned about
the position of the clock hand was that it was within the interval [a, b ]. Since this
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does not entail H ̸= b , (A1) tells us that you cannot have learned it.4
So (A1), (A2), and (A3) are inconsistent. Williamson thinks that (A3), the
positive access principle, is the least plausible of the three; but others, like Salow
(forthcoming) and Stalnaker (2009), choose instead to reject (A2) and retain the
positive access principle.5
1.2

Internalism and Externalism with Experiments

(A1) and (A2) are enough to counterexample S4, but we could make do with less.
Say that the strongest thing you stand to learn is some proposition about the
position of the clock hand. Go on to say that you may learn that it lies in the
interval I1 (and no more); and likewise, you may learn that it lies in the interval
I2 (and no more). Add that I1 and I2 overlap, and you will have contradicted S4.
For if you are in a position to learn one of two overlapping evidence propositions
(and no more), then internalism’s S5 principle is false. If one potential piece of
evidence entails the other, then B is false. Else, S4 is false.
Call a set of propositions E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN } an experiment. Say you are
conducting the experiment E at time t iff the following is true of you.
C1) Your time t total evidence might be e1 .
C2) Your time t total evidence might be e2 .
..
.
CN ) Your time t total evidence might be eN .
CN + 1) It must be that: either your time t total evidence is e1 , or your time t total
evidence is e2 , or . . . , or your time t total evidence is eN .
This is a broad notion of ‘conducting an experiment’. All it takes to conduct an
experiment in this sense is for there to be a set of propositions you might come
to learn at t . Opening a drawer to find pens, checking the front page of the New
York Times, and looking at your wristwatch could all count as conducting an
experiment in this sense.6
4

The reader may be wondering whether this contradiction may be avoided by exchanging (A1)’s
closed interval [a, b ] for an open one (a, b )—call the resulting claim ‘(A1∗ )’. (A1∗ ) will be inconsistent with and (A3) and the following principle, for any choice of ε > 0, no matter how
small—the reasoning is exactly the same as in the body, mutatis mutandis:
E [H = b − ε → ¬E(H < b )]

5

Stalnaker (2009) does not explicitly discuss the positive access principle for evidence; his focus
is S4 for rational belief.
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Figure 2: There are four epistemically possible worlds, {w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 }. You conduct
the experiment {e1 , e2 } at t , where e1 = {w1 , w2 , w3 }, e2 = {w2 , w3 , w4 }, T t e1 = {w1 , w2 },
and T t e2 = {w3 , w4 }. Though {T t e1 , T t e2 } is a partition, {e1 , e2 } is not.

By definition, if you conduct the experiment E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN } at time t ,
{T t e1 , T t e2 , . . . , T t eN } is a partition.7 The definition leaves open whether E
itself is a partition. Consider figure 2. You will either learn e1 (and no more)
or e2 (and no more), and e1 and e2 are consistent. Even though {T t e1 , T t e2 }
forms a partition, {e1 , e2 } does not. The internalist insists that, necessarily, any
experiment you conduct is a partition. This is equivalent to their thesis. The
following are all equivalent,
D1) For all e and all t , necessarily, T t e → E t T t e .
D2) For all e and all t , necessarily, ¬E t e → E t ¬E t e .
D3) For all e and all t , necessarily, both E t e → E t E t e and ¬E t ¬E t e → e .
D4) For all t , necessarily, if you conduct the experiment E at t , then E is a
partition.
The internalist accepts (D1–D4), while the externalist accepts their negations, (E1–
E4).
E1) For some e and some t , possibly T t e ∧ ¬E t T t e .
E2) For some e and some t , possibly ¬E t e ∧ ¬E t ¬E t e .
E3) For some e and some t , possibly either E t e ∧¬E t E t e or ¬E t ¬E t e ∧¬e .
E4) For some t , possibly you conduct a non-partitional experiment E at t .
There are two ways of understanding the internalist thesis, corresponding to
two different readings of the ‘necessarily’s in (D1–D4). We could read them as
either metaphysical or epistemic necessity modals. On the metaphysical reading,
internalism says that it is metaphysically impossible for you to ever possess total
7

For our purposes, a partition is a set of mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive propositions—a
set of propositions exactly one of which must be true (read the ‘must’ as epistemic).
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evidence e without possessing the evidence that e is your total evidence. On
the epistemic reading, internalism says that you will always be able to rule out, in
advance, that you will acquire total evidence e without also acquiring the evidence
that e is your total evidence. The corresponding readings of the ‘possibly’s in (E1–
E4) give us epistemic and metaphysical flavors of externalism.
Both forms of internalism and externalism are interesting, but I will confine
attention to the epistemic versions of the views. My topic is updating strategies,
and your update strategy should depend upon what is epistemically possible for
you. Suppose—perhaps per impossibile—that, while it is metaphysically possible for Te to be true without you learning it, this is not epistemically possible.
Then you should not plan for the contingency in which you learn e without also
learning Te . From your benighted perspective, this contingency is impossible.
Our disputants are therefore debating about the propriety of certain prospective epistemic states. Is it rationally permissible for you to foresee possibilities in
which you get the total evidence e without getting the evidence Te ? The internalist says: no, definitely not. The externalist: yes, perhaps.
1.3 Introspective Evidence
The internalist places restrictions of the kinds of evidence you can foresee yourself
receiving. These restrictions can appear unduly strong. Consider the following
case.
sneak peek
You and Bonnie are playing a game involving three cups and a ball.
While your back is turned, Bonnie places the ball under one of the
cups and shuffles them around. When she’s done, you will attempt to
guess which cup hides the ball. If you guess correctly, you win; if not,
Bonnie wins. You’re certain that there’s no funny business, so that
the ball is either beneath cup 1, cup 2, or cup 3 (call these propositions
‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’, respectively). At t , while the cups are being shuffled,
your accomplice is going to attempt to distract Bonnie, and you’re
going to sneak a peek under the cup closest to you at t , if you can.
However, you don’t know which cup will be closest to you at t , and
therefore, you don’t know which cup you’ll try to look under. Nor
do you know whether you’ll be successful.
In sneak peek, it is reasonable to think that 1, 2, and 3 are each equally likely.
Prima facie, you might acquire any of the following total evidence propositions:
F1) Nothing at all (⊤), which you will learn if you aren’t able to sneak a peek
at t .
F2) The ball is not beneath cup 1 (¬1), which you will learn if you look beneath
cup 1 at t and don’t see the ball.
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F3) The ball is not beneath cup 2 (¬2), which you will learn if you look beneath
cup 2 at t and don’t see the ball.
F4) The ball is not beneath cup 3 (¬3), which you will learn if you look beneath
cup 3 at t and don’t see the ball.
F5) The ball is beneath cup 1 (1), which you will learn if you look beneath cup
1 at t and see a ball.
F6) The ball is beneath cup 2 (2), which you will learn if you look beneath cup
2 at t and see a ball.
F7) The ball is beneath cup 3 (3), which you will learn if you look beneath cup
3 at t and see a ball.
If that’s right, then the experiment you are conducting at t does not form a partition. Since it is clearly possible to conduct this experiment, doesn’t sneak peak
suffice to establish externalism?
It does not. The internalist should grant that each of (F1–F7) could be the
strongest thing you learn about the location of the ball. However, if you are rational,
you will be certain to receive more evidence than this. For instance, you will
be certain to also receive the evidence of how your credences have changed in
response to this evidence about the location of the ball. Call evidence of this
kind ‘introspective evidence’. Even though the consistent propositions ¬1 and
¬2 both could be the strongest propositions you learn about the location of the
ball, neither ¬1 nor ¬2 could be the strongest proposition you learn full stop. If
you learn that the ball isn’t under cup 1, and you are rational, then you will become
certain that ¬1, and you will, moreover, learn that you have become certain that
¬1. If you learn that the ball isn’t under cup 2, and you are rational, then you
must also learn that you’ve become certain that the ball isn’t under cup 2. And
you are certain in advance that you won’t both become certain that the ball isn’t
under cup 1 and that the ball isn’t under cup 2. Once your introspective evidence
is taken into account, your experiment will form a partition after all.8
Our externalist wished to model your (pre-experimental) credal state in sneak
peek with just three possibilities, 1, 2, and 3, each of which you took to be equally
likely:
1
1/3

2
1/3

3
1/3

This representation of your pre-experimental credal state gives our externalist all
they need to know in order to say how your credences about the location of the
8

Introspective evidence is not the only kind of evidence an internalist could appeal to in order to
justify their claim that, for all e , necessarily, Te → ETe . Still, this breed of internalism will be
my focus here.
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ball should change after the experiment. At least, it does so if we suppose the
principle of conditionalization. As I will understand it here, conditionalization supposes that, prior to an experiment E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN }, you should
have a strategy for updating your credences in respponse to each potential evidence
proposition e ∈ E. For each e ∈ E, use ‘Ce ’ for the credence function you plan to
adopt upon learning e and no more. Conditionalization says: Ce should be
your pre-experimental credence function, C , conditioned on the total evidence
e , C (− | e ).9
conditionalization
If you conduct the experiment E with the pre-experimental credence
function C , then, for each e ∈ E, your strategy for responding to
total evidence e , Ce , should be to condition C on e . That is, for all
propositions ϕ,10
!

Ce (ϕ) = C (ϕ | e )

(condi)

By condi, if you were to get the evidence that the ball is not under cup 1, you
should transition to this new credal state:
1
0

2
1/2

3
1/2

And, if you were to get the evidence that the ball is not under cup 2, you should
transition to this new credal state:
1
1/2

2
0

3
1/2

While this representation serves the needs of our externalist perfectly well, it
is not complete. For, if you are in the experiment E = {1, 2, 3, ¬1, ¬2, ¬3, ⊤},
then exactly one of the propositions in E will be your total evidence. If you
have planned for this experiment, then, for each e ∈ E, there is some credence
function, Ce , you plan to adopt post-experiment if your total evidence is e . Let
Ue (for update) be the proposition that you adopt the credence function Ce . A
complete representation of your credal state should include these propositions as
well. I assume you are certain to update to at least one of the credence functions
9

I will be taking for granted throughout that a rational credence function will be a probability. I’ll
also be making the simplifying assumptions throughout that a) the number of propositions over
which C is defined is finite; and b) C assigns positive credence to every proposition compatible
with your evidence.

10

I place an exclamation mark over the equals sign to indicate that the equality holds with normative, and not descriptive, force. condi claims not that your strategy for responding to e will be
to condition on e , but rather that it should be.
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U1
U2
U3
U¬1
U¬2
U¬3
U⊤

1
6/42
0
0
0
3/42
3/42
2/42
1/3

2
0
6/42
0
3/42
0
3/42
2/42
1/3

3
0
0
6/42
3/42
3/42
0
2/42
1/3

(a)

U1
U2
U3
U¬1
U¬2
U¬3
U⊤

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
6/28
0
3/28
0
3/28
2/28
1/2
(b)

3
0
0
6/28
3/28
3/28
0
2/28
1/2

U1
U2
U3
U¬1
U¬2
U¬3
U⊤

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
1/2
0
0
0
1/2

3
0
0
0
1/2
0
0
0
1/2

(c)

Figure 3: Figure 3b shows the result of conditioning the pre-experimental credence
distribution from figure 3a on ¬1. Figure 3c shows the result of conditioning the preexperimental credence distribution from figure 3a on U¬1.

Ce . For each e ̸= e ∗ , Ce will be distinct from Ce ∗ , so you will not adopt more than
one of these credence functions.11 So {Ue1 , Ue2 , . . . , UeN } will form a partition.
So there should be some possible world for each non-zero cell in the 3 × 7 grid in
figure 3a. (I assume away possibilities at which Ue but not e —rational certainty
is factive, and you have chosen your plans accordingly. In the figure, I suppose
that you are equally likely to update to each Ce .)
Introspective propositions like these are crucial for our internalist. According
to them, if you learn that the ball is under cup 1, then you must additionally
learn that you have updated to the credence function C1 , U1. By condi, if you
stand to learn U1, then you must plan to become certain of it. The same goes for
every other proposition about the position of the ball. So, while our externalist
may think that your experiment is the non-partitional {1, 2, 3, ¬1, ¬2, ¬3, ⊤}, our
internalist will insist that it is instead the partitional {U1, U2, U3, U¬1, U¬2,
11

For all e , e is your total evidence iff e is the strongest proposition about which certainty has
become rational. So Ce should be certain that e and no more, and Ce ∗ should be certain that
e ∗ and no more. Since e ̸= e ∗ , Ce should not be equal to Ce ∗ .
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U¬3, U⊤}.
Suppose you are in the very center cell of the grid in figure 3a—fourth row,
second column. The ball is under cup 2, you check cup 1, and find it empty. If
your total evidence is just that the ball is not under cup 1—if you do not additionally learn that you’ve updated to C¬1 —then conditioning on your total evidence
will take you to the post-experimental credence distribution shown in figure 3b.
On the other hand, if you additionally acquire the introspective evidence that
you’ve updated to C¬1 , then conditioning on this total evidence will take you to
the post-experimental credence distribution shown in figure 3c.
Sneak peek is an overly simplistic example. Most externalists will think that
you acquire some introspective evidence in cases like sneak peek. The cases in
which they think we lack introspective access and conduct non-partitional experiments will be more complicated and more psychologically plausible. My goal is
not to argue for externalism, but rather to develop it, so I’ll continue to focus on
simple examples like sneak peek. The lessons we learn there will carry over to
more realistic cases.
2 Externalism, Conditionalization, and Reflection
In this section, I will argue that the externalist cannot accept both condi and the
recommendations of van Fraassen (1984, 1995)’s principle of reflection in a
particular kind of experiment. Moreover, the externalist cannot plausibly reject
the recommendations of reflection in this experiment. I will conclude, then,
that the externalist should reject condi.
Suppose that externalism is correct, and you are conducting the experiment
E = {¬1, ¬3}, where {1, 2, 3} is a partition and each cell is equally likely. Perhaps
you’re trying to find the ball in Bonnie’s cups, you’ve guessed that it’s under cup 2,
and you know that Bonnie will reveal some empty cup you haven’t guessed, either
cup 1 or cup 3.12 Then, you may find yourself in the pre-experimental credal state
shown in figure 4. (If you are confused by rows 2 and 3 of this figure, they will be
addressed below, and further discussed in §4.)
Suppose you are a conditionalizer, so that you are certain that you will either
condition on ¬1 or ¬3. Notice: if you condition on ¬1, your credence that 2 will
rise to 1/2, since C (2 | ¬1) = 1/2. And if you condition on ¬3, your credence that
2 will rise to 1/2, since C (2 | ¬3) = 1/2. So, prior to conducting the experiment,
you are certain that your credence that 2 will rise to 1/2. Why wait? Cut to the
chase—go ahead and adopt a credence of 1/2 in 2 before looking. Given what you
know, you are in a position to rationally reason your way to adopting a credence
of 1/2 in the proposition 2 before looking. If you are a conditionalizer, then you
12

Cf. the ‘Monty Hall’ problem from Selvin (1975), and the ‘three prisoners paradox’ in Gardner
(1961).
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1
0
0
0
4/12
1/3

2
1/12
1/12
1/12
1/12
1/3

3
4/12
0
0
0
1/3

5/12
1/12
1/12
5/12

Figure 4: Your credal state before conducting the experiment E = {¬1, ¬3}.

should cut to the chase. But cutting to the chase is inconsistent with being a
conditionalizer. For, if your credence remains at 1/2 after learning ¬1, you will
not have updated by conditioning on ¬1. No matter your credence in 2, C (2 |
¬1) > C (2)—and, likewise, no matter your credence in 2, C (2 | ¬3) > C (2).13 If
you are a conditionalizer, then you shouldn’t be. So you shouldn’t be.
Cutting to the chase is recommended by van Fraassen’s principle of reflection. As I’ll understand it here, reflection says that you should defer to your
post-experimental self.14 You defer to your post-experimental self just in case, for
every proposition ϕ, your current credence that ϕ is your best estimate of the
credence in ϕ which you will have post-experiment. Since C is a probability,
your best estimates are given by your expectations. Suppose that your experiment is E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN }, and you are certain that you will adopt one of the
post-experimental credence functions in {Ce1 , Ce2 , . . . , CeN }. As before, let Ue be
the proposition that, post-experiment, you update to the credence function Ce .
Then, reflection says:
reflection
Your pre-experimental credence that ϕ should be equal to your expectation of the credence that ϕ you will have post-experiment,
(reflection)

!

C (ϕ) =

∑
e ∈E

Ce (ϕ) · C (Ue )

If you are a conditionalizer, then you violate reflection in the experiment E =
{¬1, ¬3}. You plan to raise your credence that 2 to 1/2 no matter what, so you
expect your post-experimental credence that 2 to be 1/2, yet your pre-experimental
13

Recall from footnote 9: I assume that C (ϕ) = 0 iff ϕ is inconsistent with your evidence.

14

van Fraassen’s original principle enjoins you to defer to your future self, for all future times.
Restricted to experiments which you are about to perform, in which you will not lose evidence,
and for which you have an updating strategy, the principle I call ‘reflection’ escapes many
of the counterexamples to van Fraassen’s principle (see Briggs (2009) for a nice taxonomy of
those counterexamples). Those which remain involve credences de se. Credence de se will force
us to reject or qualify reflection and conditionalization both. Still, I’ll ignore credence de
se for the nonce.
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credence that 2 is 1/3.
Perhaps your post-experimental self is not worthy of deference. In general, in
externalist experiments, you will foresee possibilities in which your post-experimental
credence is not the rational one to adopt, given your evidence—for instance, in
the second and third rows of figure 4. (I will return to this feature of externalism in §4—see also Elga, 2013). And an irrational future version of yourself is
not one deserving of deference. You should instead defer to your rational future
self—that is, for each ϕ, your pre-experimental credence that ϕ should be your
best estimate of the credence that ϕ which it would be rational for your future
self to adopt, given their evidence. Call this principle rational reflection.15
The credence function Ce is the rational one to adopt iff your total evidence is e ,
Te . So rational reflection says:
rational reflection
Your pre-experimental credence that ϕ should be equal to your expectation of your rational post-experimental credence that ϕ,
(rat-ref)

!

C (ϕ) =

∑
e ∈E

Ce (ϕ) · C (Te )

If you are certain to update to Ce iff e is your total evidence, C (Ue ↔ Te ) = 1,
say that you are immodest; else, say you are modest.16 For instance, in figure 4,
you are modest. In row 2, you foresee the possibility of updating on ¬3 even
when your total evidence is ¬1. If you are immodest, then reflection and ratref will agree. In general, if you are modest, then reflection and rat-ref may
come apart.
Even so: if condi is correct, then, when it comes to your credence that 2 in
this experiment, both reflection and rat-ref speak with a single voice. Preexperiment, you know that you will either receive the total evidence ¬1 or ¬3. If
your total evidence is ¬1, then condi counsels to raise your credence in 2 to 1/2.
And condi says exactly the same thing if your total evidence is ¬3. So, prior to
conducting the experiment, you are certain that there is a fully rational agent—
viz., the rational version of your future self—who accepts your precise epistemic
standards, who has strictly more evidence than you do, and whose credence that
2 is 1/2. Why wait? Cut to the chase—given what you know, you are in a position
to rationally reason your way to adopting a credence of 1/2 in the proposition 2
before looking. If you should be a conditionalizer, then you should cut to the
15

See Christensen (2010). The principle discussed by Christensen is a purely synchronic principle requiring deference to your currently rational credences. Here, I generalize the principle to
cover your future rational credences.

16

Beware: this terminology is idiosyncratic. Others will call you ‘immodest’ iff you are less than
certain that your current degrees of belief are rational.
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chase, but cutting to the chase is inconsistent with being a conditionalizer. No
matter your credence that 2, C (2 | ¬1) > C (2) and C (2 | ¬3) > C (2). If you
should be a conditionalizer, then you shouldn’t be. So you shouldn’t be.
What does this show? We might think that it shows the following claims to
be inconsistent:17
G1) Externalism
G2) Conditionalization
G3) (Rational) reflection
But in fact these claims are not, on their own, inconsistent. There is a wide
class of non-partitioning experiments in which the conditionalizer may satisfy
reflection. (And likewise for rat-ref.) Suppose you will conduct the nonpartitioning experiment E = {1, 2, 3, ¬1, ¬2, ¬3, ⊤} with the prior credence distribution shown in figure 3a. An exercise for the reader: pick any proposition ϕ
(any disjunction of non-zero cells) from the 3×7 grid in figure 3a, and then calcu∑
late both C (ϕ) and e ∈E C (ϕ | e ) · C (Ue ). You will find that they are equal, no
matter which of the 212 = 4,096 possible propositions you pick.
The additional assumption needed to get a contradiction out of (G1), (G2),
and (G3) is that you may conduct an experiment like the one shown in figure 4.
An externalist could deny that you may find yourself in experiments like these, but
this would strain credibility. Suppose you find yourself in an experiment in which
you might learn anything about the location of the ball, and then, a trustworthy
confidant informs you that Bonnie definitely won’t show you the ball, and she
definitely won’t reveal what’s under cup 2. You should then be certain that the
strongest thing you’ll learn about the position of the ball is either ¬1 or ¬3; and
it’s unclear how this new information you’ve acquired would make any difference
with respect to whether you will additionally gain introspective evidence about
how your credences have changed.
So the externalist faces a choice: they can either deny condi or they can deny
both reflection and rat-ref. Elga (2007, 2013) affords an argument for rejecting rat-ref:18 As I made the case for cutting to the chase, I said: prior to conducting the experiment, you are certain that your future rational self will know all that
you know and more besides. It was on this basis that I recommended deferring
to their opinion about whether 2. Perhaps this claim was in error. Perhaps there
is something you now know that your future rational self does not. For you now
know that your future rational self is rational. In particular, you know that they
17

I believe that the first to explicitly note this inconsistency was Hild (1998a,b).

18

Elga only argues for a synchronic principle saying how your current credence that ϕ should
relate to your current credences about which credence that ϕ is rational. Here, I generalize his
discussion—perhaps in ways he would not endorse.
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have conditioned on their total evidence. However, if your total evidence ends up
being ¬1, then your rational future self will give positive credence to their total
evidence being ¬3. And, if their total evidence is ¬3, then they are irrationally
confident in 3. Similarly, if your total evidence ends up being ¬3, then your
rational future self will give non-zero credence to their total evidence being ¬1.
And, if their total evidence is ¬1, then they are irrationally confident in 1. So
your future rational self will not be certain that they are rational, though you are
now certain that they will be. In general, you should not defer to agents when
you are certain of matters about which they are ignorant; rather, you should defer
to them only after apprising them of the information you have that they lack.
So, you should only defer to the opinion of your future rational self after informing them of what their total evidence is. Once they have this extra information,
both of your future rational selves will give the proposition 2 credence 1/3, since
C (2 | ¬1 ∩ T¬1) = C (2 | ¬3 ∩ T¬3) = 1/3.19 In general, the externalist should
defer to their rational post-experimental self in the manner prescribed by ‘new
rational reflection’.20
new rational reflection
Your pre-experimental credence that ϕ should be equal to your expectation of your rational post-experimental credence that ϕ, once
your rational post-experimental self has been told what its total evidence
is.
(new rat-ref)

!

C (ϕ) =

∑
e ∈E

Ce (ϕ | Te ) · C (Te )

Holding fixed the factivity of evidence, new rat-ref follows from condi. Since
externalism and condi are consistent, externalism, condi, and new rat-ref
are consistent as well.
This diagnosis of the conflict between (G1), (G2), and (G3) is clever but not
ultimately persuasive. The foregoing considerations do nothing to blunt the argument for cutting to the chase. Even supposing that, before carrying out the
experiment E = {¬1, ¬3}, you know something that your future rational self
does not—viz, what their total evidence is—this knowledge of yours is irrelevant
with respect to the question of what degree of belief in the proposition 2 is rational. It’s true that, if your evidence is ¬1, then your post-experiment self will
think they may be overly confident in 3, and if your evidence is ¬3, then they’ll
think they may be overly confident in 1. However, in either case, they will be
certain that their credence that 2 is rational. For they can, post-experiment, run
19

See Hall (1994)’s distinction between a database expert and an analyst expert and Elga’s distinction between an expert and a guru.
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Again, the principle Elga calls ‘new rational reflection’ is synchronic.
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precisely the same argument that you are able to run pre-experiment. They can
say to themselves: “Either my total evidence was ¬1 or it was ¬3. If it was ¬1,
then it’s rational for me to have credence 1/2 that 2. If it was ¬3, then it’s rational
for me to have credence 1/2 that 2. So, either way, it’s rational for me to have
credence 1/2 that 2.” Post-experiment, no matter what you learn, you will be rationally certain that 1/2 is the rational credence to have in the proposition 2. It’s
hard to see why the fact that your future rational self is uncertain about whether
their credence in some other proposition is rational gives any reason to not adopt
their credence in the proposition 2, which is certainly rational.
In the second place, it’s simply not the case that, pre-experiment, you know
something that your rational post-experimental self does not. It’s true that your
future rational self does not have the evidence of what their total evidence is, but
neither does your pre-experimental self. Likewise, it’s true that your future rational self doesn’t know whether a post-experimental credence of 1/2 in 1 is rational;
but neither does your pre-experimental self. Your post-experimental rational self
has all the evidence your pre-experimental self has, and more besides. And they
share your precise epistemic standards. So there is no reason why you should not
regard their opinion as better informed than your own. Assuming condi, they
are certain to have a rational degree of belief of 1/2 that 2. So, assuming condi,
you too should have a credence of 1/2 that 2.
That’s not an endorsement of reflection or rat-ref. Nor is it a criticism of
new rat-ref. It is simply an endorsement of reflection and rat-ref’s advice to
the conditionalizer conducting the experiment E = {¬1, ¬3}: don’t wait—cut to
the chase. The advice is sound, but it is inconsistent with condi. If the externalist
is or should be a conditionalizer, they shouldn’t be. So they shouldn’t be. For all
we’ve said so far, perhaps the externalist should also reject reflection, rat-ref,
and/or new rat-ref. But, at a minimum, they should reject condi. (To lay my
cards on the table: the update I offer the externalist in §4 entails both reflection
and new rat-ref.)
3

Reflection and Biased Inquiry

Externalists face a choice between the principles of reflection and conditionalization. They cannot plausibly endorse both. I argued that, whatever externalists should think of reflection generally, they should accept its recommendations in one particular experiment; and, in that experiment, its recommendations
conflict with conditionalization. So externalists should reject conditionalization. There is additionally reason to accept the principle of reflection in
full generality.
Salow (forthcoming) teaches that reflection is more than a principle of expert deference. Whether or not your post-experimental self is worthy of epistemic
deference, the principle of reflection has important work to do in preventing
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rational agents from engaging in deliberate self-delusion. If your update strategy
violates reflection, you will expect to raise your credence in some proposition,
irrespective of whether or not that proposition is true.
To borrow Salow’s example: let ‘ p’ be the proposition that you are popular
(or that you’re not—whichever you’d prefer to believe). Suppose that your rational
degree of belief in p is 1/3 (though the precise value won’t matter). Suppose that
it’s possible for you to conduct the experiment E = {¬1, ¬3} from figure 4, and
assume condi. Then, here’s a recipe for raising your credence that p no matter
what. First, tell a confidant who knows the truth about p to place the ball under
cup 2 iff p. If ¬ p, then they should flip a coin to decide between cup 1 and
3. Tell them to reveal to you an empty cup, but not under any circumstance to
reveal what’s under cup 2. condi counsels to raise your credence that 2 from 1/3
to 1/2, no matter what. Since you are certain that p ↔ 2, your credence that p
will likewise rise from 1/3 to 1/2. And there’s no reason this experiment need be
conducted only once. Run through the whole exercise again, and plan to raise
your credence that p to 2/3, no matter what; and—why not?—again, raising it to
4/5 no matter what; and again, raising it to 8/9; and so on and so forth. If it is
within your power to design experiments like E = {¬1, ¬3}, and if it is rational
to strategize with condi, then it is rational to plan to become as confident in
the proposition that you’re popular as you wish. Assuming it is rational to follow
through on a rationally-formed plan, your future rational self will be as confident
that p as you wish them to be.
Let us be frank: this is not rational inquiry. This is self-delusion, no more.
And no sensible epistemology will deem rational the person who plans to walk
away from this series of experiments nearly certain that they are popular. This is
non-negotiable. So let us lay it down as a principle.
no self-delusion
A rational agent may not design an experiment and strategize to become more confident in some proposition, no matter the experiment’s outcome.
Granting that experiments like {¬1, ¬3} from figure 4 are possible, the following are inconsistent:
H1) Externalism
H2) Conditionalization
H3) No self-delusion
No self-delusion is non-negotiable. A rational agent cannot structure their
inquiry so as to become arbitrarily confident in a proposition, no matter what.
Salow concludes that externalism is false. Perhaps that is the correct lesson to
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draw. However, I believe that a plausible version of externalism is left standing.
This is a version of externalism which accepts no self-delusion by denying
conditionalization. In the following section, I will provide the externalist with
an alternative to conditionalization. This alternative will always abide by no
self-delusion.
No self-delusion prohibits an extreme variety of biased inquiry—inquiry
which is guaranteed to leave you more confident of some proposition. The reasons
we have to prohibit this kind of biased inquiry carry over to inquiries which we
merely expect to leave us more confident in some proposition. Say that an update
strategy is biased in favor of a proposition ϕ iff, when enacting that strategy, your
expectation of your post-experimental credence that ϕ is greater than your preexperimental credence that ϕ. Similarly, an update strategy is biased against ϕ
iff your expectation of your post-experimental credence that ϕ is less than your
pre-experimental credence that ϕ. Thus, an update strategy is unbiased iff, for all
ϕ,
∑
C (ϕ) =
Ce (ϕ) · C (Ue )
e ∈E

Given this understanding of when an update strategy is biased, Salow endorses:
no biased inquiry
A rational agent will not have a biased update strategy.
Salow’s insight is that the principle of reflection is equivalent to no biased inquiry. To strategize to update in defiance of reflection is to bias your inquiry.
Biasing your inquiry is irrational, so reflection is rationally required. The externalist update I will propose in the following section will entail the principle of
reflection, and so will never permit biased inquiry.
4

Updating for Externalists

I offer a new update strategy to the externalist; but mine is not the only externalist update on the market. In my younger and more vulnerable years,21 I offered an update custom tailored to handle cases in which the Brouwer principle is
violated—cases in which e is false, though your evidence doesn’t rule out that you
have the evidence e . I understood these as cases in which your evidence is theorydependent. There are two hypotheses: that Sabeen has slipped you a psychotropic
drug, d , and that she has not, ¬d . The drug renders you incapable of properly
categorizing flavor experiences. Without the drug, you are able to recognize how
things taste to you. With the drug, your beliefs about how things taste to you
correlate not at all with the way they actually taste to you. You bite into the pear.
In this case, I said: what your evidence is depends upon which background theory
21

Gallow (2014)
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is true. If you are drug-free, then your evidence is that the pear tastes sweet, s .
If drugged, you have no evidence at all, ⊤. I suggested representing the input to
your update with the set of ordered pairs, {< ¬d , s >, < d , ⊤ >}. More generally,
in cases of theory-dependent evidence, you will have an input {< ti , ei >}i , with
the interpretation that for each i , if ti is true, then your evidence is ei . Then, I
endorsed holistic conditionalization.
holistic conditionalization
If C is your pre-experimental credence function and {< ti , ei >}i
is the input acquired in the experiment, then your rational postexperimental credence function, C + , is such that, for every proposition ϕ,
(hcondi)

C + (ϕ) =

∑
i

C (ϕ | ti ∩ ei ) · C (ti )

We have up to this point agreed to use ‘evidence’ to mean ‘certainty evidence’.
So, on our use of ‘evidence’, ‘your evidence is e ’ entails that certainty in e has been
rationalized. hcondi tells you to be less than certain in your evidence. So, what
I formerly called ‘evidence’ is not what we have decided to call ‘evidence’ here.
Still, we can translate my former claims into our current idiom. When I formerly
said ‘s is your total evidence if the background theory ¬d is true and ⊤ is your
total evidence if d ’, I added that ¬d → s is the strongest proposition about which
certainty is rationalized. And when I said ‘¬s is your total evidence if ¬d and ⊤ is
your total evidence if d ’, I added that ¬d → ¬s is your the strongest proposition
about which certainty is rationalized. So, in this ‘theory-dependent’ experiment,
your experience will either rationalize certainty in ¬d → s or ¬d → ¬s , and your
total certainty evidence will either be ¬d → s or ¬d → ¬s . So, in this case, your
experiment is not a partition. So hcondi is an externalist update.
hcondi correctly handles some externalist experiments, but it cannot handle
all. Experiments like taking a glance at Williamson’s unmarked clock do not plausibly involve any theory-dependent evidence. In such cases, hcondi reduces to
condi. So, hcondi can lead to rational self-delusion in these cases. hcondi has
other problems as well. For instance, it holds fixed your credence in the various
background theories, ti . But suppose you know in advance that the chance of the
pear tasting sour is one in a million, while the chance of Sabeen slipping you the
drug is one half. Then you should plan to be very confident you’ve been slipped
the drug if the pear tastes sour.22
Hild (1998a,b) and Schoenfield (forthcoming) both endorse an update
22

I recognized this problem at the time, and suggested a rule for updating your credence in background theories, but the suggestion is overly complicated and insufficiently motivated, and I no
longer endorse it.
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strategy which we may call ‘evidential conditionalization’.23 According to
this strategy, you should update by conditioning, not on your total evidence, but
rather on the proposition that it is your total evidence.
evidential conditionalization
If you conduct the experiment E, with the pre-experimental credence function C , then, for each e ∈ E, your strategy for responding
to total evidence e , Ce , should be to condition C on the proposition
that e is your total evidence. That is, for all propositions ϕ,
(evcondi)

!

Ce (ϕ) = C (ϕ | Te )

where ‘Te ’ is the proposition that e is your total evidence.
Hild and Schoenfield’s use of ‘evidence’ also differs from our own. They each
think that e can be your total evidence even when the proposition that e is your
total evidence is stronger than e itself. On our use of ‘total evidence’, if Te is true,
and Te is stronger than e , then—by definition!—it cannot be rational to become
certain that Te . Yet evcondi tells you to become certain that e is your total evidence even then. So, in evcondi, ‘total evidence’ cannot mean ‘strongest proposition about which certainty has been rationalized’. When Hild or Schoenfield
says ‘your total evidence is e ’, I will write ‘Te ’, to distinguish their terminology
from our own. As Hild and Schoenfield use ‘total evidence’, evcondi is an
update strategy for externalists. However, as we have chosen to use the term,
evcondi entails both internalism and conditionalization.
Proof. Your experiment contains all propositions which may be your total evidence. If Hild and Schoenfield say {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN } is your experiment, then
{Te1 , Te2 , . . . , TeN } forms a partition. If Hild and Schoenfield call ei your
total evidence, then evcondi says it is rational for you to become certain that
Tei , and nothing stronger. So we call Tei your total evidence. So we say that
{Te1 , Te2 , . . . , TeN } is your experiment. So what we call your experiment forms a
partition, which is equivalent to internalism. evcondi says to conditionalize on
what we call your total evidence. So evcondi entails conditionalization.
So whatever merit evcondi may otherwise have, it is not an externalist update,
as we are using that term.
Think of it like this: experience may teach that e .24 If so, say that e is experiential evidence for you. If experience teaches that e and no more, then say
23

Hild calls the rule ‘Auto-epistemic conditionalization’, and Schoenfield calls it
‘conditionalization∗ ’.
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‘Experience teaches that’ is a broad and ecumenical notion. I assume very little about it. I do
not even assume that it is factive. Perhaps experience could teach that e even when e is false.
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that e is your total experiential evidence, and write ‘Te ’. If experience may teach
each ei ∈ {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN } (and no more), then say that {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN } is your
experiential experiment. If {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN } is your experiential experiment, then
the possibilities are partitioned by {Te1 , Te2 , . . . , TeN }. Hild and Schoenfield’s
‘evidence’ is our ‘experiential evidence’. Their ‘total evidence’ is our ‘total experiential evidence’.
To avoid confusion: if e is the strongest proposition about which certainty has
been rationalized, then let us call e your ‘total certainty evidence’. Likewise, call
the set of propositions which may be your total certainty evidence your ‘certainty
experiment’. If rational certainty supervenes upon the lessons of experience, then
experiential evidence and experiential experiment are the strictly more general notions. For two pieces of experiential evidence could rationalize certainty in one
and the same proposition, thereby corresponding to the same certainty evidence.
By supervenience, the same may not be said in reverse; the same experiential evidence must correspond to the same certainty evidence.
We have been considering updates which specify a post-experimental credence
function for each proposition in your certainty experiment (call them ‘certainty
updates’). If experiential experiments are strictly more general than certainty experiments, then we should instead consider strategies for experiential experiments.
Call such a strategy an ‘experiential update’. An experiential update will specify
a post-experimental credence function for each proposition in your experiential
experiment. Hild and Schoenfield’s evcondi is an experiential update, and
not a certainty update.
Suppose you have your experiential update. In response to an experience
teaching that e , you plan to adopt a new credence function—call it ‘Ce ’ and let
‘Ue ’ be the proposition that you have updated to Ce . Take a simple case: experience will either teach e1 (and no more) or e2 (and no more). The propositions
e1 and e2 are consistent, so {e1 , e2 } does not partition the possibilities. Even so,
{Te1 , Te2 } is a partition. Suppose you are immodest—for each i , you are certain that Uei ↔ Tei .25 Then, the partitions {Ue1 , Ue2 } and {Te1 , Te2 } align;
they draw the same distinction. In this case, evcondi says that your response
to an experience teaching ei should be certainty in Tei . So your total certainty
evidence will be Te1 iff Te1 is true, and Te2 iff Te2 is true. So the partitions
{TTe1 , TTe2 } and {Te1 , Te2 } will likewise align. Your certainty experiment will
form a partition, even though your experiential experiment does not. (See figure
5.)
Hild and Schoenfield think your experiential experiment need not form
a partition, though they insist that your certainty experiment always will. This
25

Before, I said you were immodest iff you were certain that Ue ↔ Te , for each e in your certainty
experiment. Now, I say you are immodest iff you are certain that Ue ↔ Te , for each e in your
experiential experiment.
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Figure 5: e1 = {w1 , w2 , w3 } and e2 = {w2 , w3 , w4 }. In w1 and w2 , your total experiential
evidence is e1 . In w3 and w4 , your total experiential evidence is e2 . In both w1 and w2 ,
you correctly update to Ce1 , Ue1 , and in both w3 and w4 you correctly update to Ce2 , Ue2 .
evcondi says that, in w1 and w2 , your total certainty evidence is Te1 ; while, in w3 and
w4 , your total certainty evidence is Te2 . So your certainty experiment forms a partition.

is a thesis worth calling ‘externalism’, though it is not the thesis we have called
‘externalism’.26 Call the former thesis ‘lowercase externalism’—the latter, ‘uppercase externalism’. evcondi is a rule for lowercase externalists. Though it permits non-partitional experiential experiments, it does not allow non-partitional
certainty experiments.
Schoenfield argues for evcondi as follows. Represent an experiential update strategy, σ, with a function from propositions of the form Te to postexperimental credences.27 If σ(Te ) = C , then C is the post-experimental credence function σ says to adopt if your total experiential evidence is e . Choose
some measure of the accuracy of a credence function at a world, A (C , w)—but
choose so that A is strictly proper.28 An update strategy is good to the extent
that you expect its outputs to be accurate.29 And the strategy which maximizes
expected accuracy is evcondi.30 You should select an update strategy which maximizes expected accuracy. So you should strategize to update with evcondi.31
I do not disagree with Hild or Schoenfield. Their focus is narrower than
mine. Their rule is for lowercase externalists who are not uppercase externalists.
Neither evcondi nor Schoenfield’s accuracy argument in its favor apply in con26

This externalist thesis is contested—Lewis (1996, 1999) holds that your experiential experiment
will always be a partition. (I assume that, for Lewis, experience teaches that e iff e is describes
your experience in full detail.)
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Henceforth, when I say ‘update’ or ‘update strategy’, I will mean experiential update strategy.

28

A is strictly proper iff every probability function expects itself to have a strictly higher A -value
than any other credence function. See Oddie (1997), Gibbard (2008), Predd et al. (2009),
Joyce (2009), and Pettigrew (2012) for more on strict propriety.
∑ ∑
That is: the goodness of an update strategy σ is given by e w∈Te C (w) · A (σ(Te ), w).

29
30

This follows from Corollary 2 in Greaves & Wallace (2006).

31

Hild (1998b) offers a diachronic Dutch-book argument for evcondi. Like Schoenfield’s accuracy argument, it presupposes that you are immodest.
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Figure 6: w4 , w5 , and w6 are each possibilities at which experience teaches that the clock
hand is at position 2, T2. At w5 , you correctly update on the information that 2, U2.
While, at w4 , you incorrectly update on the information that 3, U3. And, at w6 , you
incorrectly update on the information that 1, U1.

ditions of modesty.
Consider a simplified version of Williamson’s clock. You know in advance
that the clock hand will point at one of four positions. Call them ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, and
‘4’. (This example will simplify past the point of psychological plausibility, but
what we learn from the simple case will carry over to the more complicated cases,
so it’s a harmless abstraction.) If the clock hand is at position n, then experience
will teach that it is at position n. However, you are less than fully confident in
your ability to correctly learn from experience. You modestly foresee possibilities
of error. In particular, if the clock hand is at position 2, you may correctly update
on the information that 2, but you may also incorrectly update on the information
that 1 or 3 instead. And, mutatis mutandis, the same is true if the clock hand is
at position 1, 3, or 4. In each case, while you may learn the correct lesson from
experience, you modestly foresee the possibility that you err, either clockwise or
counterclockwise by a single position. (See figure 6.)
A parable: you stand in a room with a television screen and four buttons,
arranged in a circle. Your credences are displayed outside of the room; since there
are no windows, you cannot see them. The screen will show a number, 1 through 4.
If you see the number n, you will attempt to push button n. Each button triggers
a different update to your credences outside. Pressing button 1 will trigger the first
update, pressing button 2 will trigger the second, and similarly for buttons 3 and
4. The buttons are close together and your hands shake, so sometimes, when you
try to push button 1, you end up pushing button 4 or 2 instead. Sometimes, when
you try to push button 2, you end up pushing button 1 or 3 instead. And similarly
for buttons 3 and 4. When you press the wrong button, you do not learn that you
have erred. So, once a button is pressed, you are not in a position to know what
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your credences are. The television screen is your experience. The buttons are your
plans for update. You are modest; your plans may go awry, in which case your
credences will not change as planned. You lack introspective access, wherefore
these errors may not be detected.
Which update should each button trigger? Answer #1: button n should trigger an update to certainty that the television displays number n, Tn. So long as
you press the right button (so long as you respond rationally) you will be certain
of a truth. Of course, if you press the wrong button (if you respond irrationally)
then you will be certain of a falsehood. But this shows only that you should
not press the wrong button (you should not be irrational). Answer #2: button
n should trigger an update to certainty that update n has taken place, Un. You
may press the wrong button, but even so, your credences will end up being accurate. The screen shows 2 and by accident you press button 1. You end up certain
that update 1 was triggered, contrary to plan. But, lo and behold, update 1 was
triggered—the error has undone itself! Answer #3: Answers #1 and #2 are both
right—button n should trigger an update to certainty in both Tn and Un. That’s
because you should be certain, before pushing, that Un ↔ Tn. That is: you
should be immodest. Updating on something other than what experience has
taught is irrational. Rationality requires certainty that you are and will remain
rational. So rationality requires immodesty. Answer #4: button 1 should only
trigger an update to certainty that the screen did not display 3. Similarly, button
2 should only trigger an update to certainty that the screen did not display 4. And
likewise for buttons 3 and 4. Suppose the television screen shows the number n;
in response, you attempt to push button n. Your only reasons to think you succeeded in pushing button n are statistical, so it is irrational to be certain that Un.
And if button n were to mandate certainty that Tn, you would open yourself
up to the possibility of being certain of a falsehood, should you press the wrong
button. Opening yourself up to this possibility is irrational. So certainty in either
Tn or Un is irrational.
To each of these answers corresponds an accuracy-maximization argument
like Schoenfield’s. In this framework, which answer we endorse depends upon
which kinds of update strategies we take to be the objects of choice. Suppose
you must choose between functions, σT , from the partition {T1, T2, T3, T4} to
post-experimental credence functions. Then, the choice of σT which maximizes
expected accuracy will be such that σT (Tn) = C (− | Tn), for each n (this is
just evcondi). Answer #1 is vindicated. Suppose, on the other hand, that you
must choose between functions, σU , from the partition {U1, U2, U3, U4} to postexperimental credence functions. Then, the available strategy which maximizes
expected accuracy will be such that σU (Un) = C (− | Un), for each n. Answer #2
is vindicated. Answer #3 sees the two choices above as equivalent. For answer #3
requires you to be immodestly certain that Un ↔ Tn, for each n. So it requires
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the partitions {T1, T2, T3, T4} and {U1, U2, U3, U4} to align.
The uppercase externalist should be unhappy with each of the vindications
above. They should say: an update strategy is available as an object of choice iff
1) its inputs are your total experiential evidence; and 2) you are in a position to
control which of its outputs obtain. In the vindication of answer #2, we took the
inputs to your strategy to be the button pressed, Un, and not the total evidence
delivered by the television screen. So this strategy is not available as an object
of choice for you. In the vindication of answer #1, we took the inputs to your
strategy to be the number displayed on the screen, Tn, but we took its outputs to
be post-experimental credence functions. Because your hands shake, you are not
in a position to control which post-experimental credence you adopt if Tn. So
the strategy to be certain of Tn iff the screen shows n is not an object of choice
for you, either. (For the same reason, the strategy of answer #3 is not available as
an object of choice.)
Consider figure 6. At w4 , w5 , and w6 , the television screen displays 2. You
must choose what to do in this contingency, so you should have the same strategy
at each of these possibilities. But you press different buttons in each of these
possibilities. In w5 , you successfully press button 2. But in w4 , you incorrectly
press button 1. And in w6 , you incorrectly press button 3. If the screen displays 2,
whether you press button 2 is not under your control. Nevertheless, something
still is under your control: it is under your control which button to attempt to
press, and therefore, it us under your control with what probability you will end
up pressing button 1, 2, or 3. When you choose to attempt to press button 2 in
w4 , w5 , and w6 , what you choose is to update to C1 with probability C (U1 | T2),
to update to C2 with probability C (U2 | T2), and to update to C3 with probability
C (U3 | T2). Though no pure strategy is available to you, this mixed strategy is.
A pure strategy, σ, is a function from a partition to post-experimental credence functions. A mixed strategy, µ, is a function from a partition to probability distributions over post-experimental credence functions. In our simplified
version of Williamson’s clock, a mixed strategy is available for you as an object of
choice just in case its inputs come from {T1, T2, T3, T4} and there are credence
functions C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 such that:
µ(T1) = C (U1 | T1) · C1 + C (U2 | T1) · C2 + C (U4 | T1) · C4
µ(T2) = C (U1 | T2) · C1 + C (U2 | T2) · C2 + C (U3 | T2) · C3
µ(T3) = C (U2 | T3) · C2 + C (U3 | T3) · C3 + C (U4 | T3) · C4
µ(T4) = C (U1 | T4) · C1 + C (U3 | T4) · C3 + C (U4 | T4) · C4
In general, the externalist should say: when conducting the experiential experiment E, a mixed update strategy µ is available iff it takes as inputs propositions
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of the form Te and, for each e ∈ E,
µ(Te ) =

∑
f ∈E

C (U f | Te ) · C f

When selecting your update strategy, you are not choosing the probabilities C (U f |
Te ). You are only choosing the post-experimental credence functions C f , for each
f ∈ E. Which choice maximizes expected accuracy?
To answer this question, we must first say something about how to measure
the expected accuracy of a mixed update strategy. If A (C ′ , w) is our measure of
the accuracy of a credence function C ′ at world w, then the expected accuracy of a
∑ ∑
pure update strategy σ is e w∈Te C (w) · A (σ(Te ), w). If µ is a mixed update
strategy, then we cannot say for sure which post-experimental credence function it
delivers. So we cannot say for sure what the accuracy of µ is at any given world.32
Still, we can say what its expected accuracy is at each world. If µ is available, then
∑
its expected accuracy at world w ∈ Te will be f ∈E C (U f | Te ) · A (C f , w).
Then, the expected accuracy of µ will be
∑∑
e ∈E w∈Te

C (w) ·

∑
f ∈E

C (U f | Te ) · A (C f , w)

Suppose you begin with the pre-experimental credence function from figure
7a. You think the clock hand is equally likely to be at any of the four positions. If
experience teaches that the clock hand is at position 2, then you think it 80% likely
that you’ll correctly adopt C2 , though you foresee some possibility of error, so you
save 20% of your credence for incorrectly adopting C1 or C3 instead, each with
equal probability. And the same is true not just for position 2, but for positions 1,
3, and 4 as well, mutatis mutandis. Suppose you wish to select an available mixed
update strategy which maximizes expected accuracy, and you measure accuracy
with a strictly proper, additive, and extensional measure.33 Then, the optimal
choice of C2 is shown in figure 7b. After updating on the clock hand’s being
at 2, you will think that it is most likely at position 2 (80%), though you’ll save
some credence for it being at 1 or 3 instead (10% each). While you’ll think that
your total experiential evidence was most likely 2 (80%), you will also think that
32

This point is subtle. Consider figure 6. We do know that, e.g., at w5 , adopting the mixed
strategy µ will result in you adopting the credence function C2 . Even so, asking about the
expected accuracy of adopting the strategy µ at w5 is not the same as asking about the expected
accuracy of adopting a pure strategy which maps w5 to C2 . The latter asks about a strategy which
is guaranteed to result in the credence C2 ; whereas the former asks about a strategy which has
some probability of resulting in C1 or C3 instead.

33

I say an accuracy measure A is ‘additive’ iff the accuracy of a credence function C in world
w, A (C , w), is the sum of the accuracy of C ’s credence in ϕ at w, A (C (ϕ), ϕ, w), for each
proposition ϕ. I say that A is extensional iff the accuracy of a credence C (ϕ) in the proposition
ϕ at a world w depends only on C (ϕ) and the truth-value of ϕ at w.
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2 ∩ T2
1/40
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0
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0
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1/40
0
1/40
8/40
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0
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1/100
1/10

4 ∩ T4
0
0
0
0
0

(a)

U1
U2
U3
U4

1 ∩ T1
8/100
1/100
0
1/100
1/10

2 ∩ T2
8/100
64/100
8/100
0
8/10
(b)

Figure 7: Given the prior credal state in figure 7a, the result of updating on 2 with
excondi is shown in figure 7b.

it could have been either 1 or 3 (10% each). And you’ll think that, most likely, you
have updated on 2 (66%), though you may have updated on 1 or 3 instead (16%
each), and you’ll even put aside some credence (2%) for the possibility that you’ve
updated on 4. Note that, though your total experiential evidence is that the clock
hand is at 2, T2, your total certainty evidence is merely that it is not at 4, T¬4.
More generally: suppose you conduct the experiential experiment E, which
may or may not be a partition. Suppose you measure accuracy with a strictly
proper, additive, and extensional measure, and you wish to select an available
mixed strategy which maximizes expected accuracy. Then, you should select the
strategy I will call ‘excondi’.
externalist conditionalization
If you conduct the experiential experiment E with the pre-experimental
credence function C , then, for each e ∈ E, your strategy for responding to the total experiential evidence e , Ce , should be, for each
f ∈ E, to change your credence that experience has taught that f ,
T f , to your pre-experimental credence in T f given Ue , and leave
alone your credence in all propositions conditional on T f . That is,
for each ϕ,
(excondi)

!

Ce (ϕ) =

∑

C (ϕ | Tf ) · C (Tf | Ue )

f ∈E

(Proposition 1 in the appendix shows that excondi is the available mixed strategy which maximizes expected accuracy, given any strictly proper, additive, and
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extensional measure of accuracy.)
Note that excondi entails reflection.
Proof.
∑
e ∈E

!

Ce (ϕ) · C (Ue ) =
=

∑∑

C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Ue ) · C (Ue )

e ∈E f ∈E

∑

C (ϕ | T f ) ·

∑

C (T f | Ue ) · C (Ue )

e ∈E

f ∈E

=

∑

C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f )

f ∈E

= C (ϕ)

So excondi will never permit self-delusion; it will always abide by no biased
inquiry. Note also that excondi entails Elga (2013)’s ‘new rational reflection’
principle.34
Proof. First, note that, for any ϕ and any e ∈ E, Ce (ϕ | Te ) = C (ϕ | Te ).
C (ϕ ∩ Te )
=
Ce (ϕ | Te ) = e
Ce (Te )

∑

f ∈E

∑

C (ϕ ∩ Te | T f ) · C (T f | Ue )

f ∈E

C (Te | T f ) · C (T f | Ue )

C (Te | T f ) = 1 if e = f and 0 otherwise, and C (ϕ ∩ Te | Te ) = C (ϕ | Te ), so
Ce (ϕ | Te ) =

C (ϕ | Te ) · C (Te | Ue )
= C (ϕ | Te )
C (Te | Ue )

Therefore,
∑
e ∈E

Ce (ϕ | Te ) · C (Te ) =

∑

C (ϕ | Te ) · C (Te ) = C (ϕ)

e ∈E

If you are immodest, excondi reduces to Hild and Schoenfield’s evcondi.
For, if you are immodest, C (Ue | T f ) will be 1 if e = f and 0 otherwise, so
Ce (ϕ) =

34

∑

C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Ue )

f ∈E

Because we are considering experiential updates and not certainty updates, the principle I derive
here differs from the principle new rat-ref introduced earlier. The only difference is that I have
exchanged the total certainty evidence operator T for the total experiential evidence operator
T.
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¬s ∩ ¬d ∩ T¬s
0
8/20
4/10

s ∩ d ∩ T⊤
1/20
1/20
1/10

¬s ∩ d ∩ T⊤
1/20
1/20
1/10

s ∩ d ∩ T⊤
1/20
1/20
1/10

¬s ∩ d ∩ T⊤
1/20
1/20
1/10

(a)

Us
U¬s

s ∩ ¬d ∩ Ts
16/20
0
8/10

¬s ∩ ¬d ∩ T¬s
0
0
0
(b)

Figure 8: Given the prior credal state shown in figure 8a, the credal state shown in figure
8b is the result both of updating with hcondi on {< ¬d , s >, < d , ⊤ >}, and of updating
with excondi on s .

= C (ϕ | Te ) · C (Te | Ue ) +
| {z }
1

∑
f ̸=e

C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Ue )
|
{z
}
0

= C (ϕ | Te )
As we saw above, evcondi entails both internalism and condi. So excondi
says: if you are immodest, then your certainty experiment will form a partition,
and you should update by conditioning on the true member of this partition.
In other special cases, excondi reduces to hcondi. Assume your pre-experimental
credence that you’ve been drugged, d , is 20%, your credence that you are drugfree, ¬d , is 80%, you think the pear is as likely to taste sweet to you, s as not, ¬s ,
and you think that whether the pear tastes sweet to you is independent of whether
or not you’re drugged. If you’re drug-free and the pear tastes sweet to you, then
experience will teach that it does (and no more), Ts . If you’re drug-free and the
pear doesn’t taste sweet, then experience will teach that it doesn’t (and no more),
T¬s . If you’re drugged, then your experience will teach nothing at all, T⊤. If
you’re drug free, then you’ll update on whatever experience teaches. However, if
you’re drugged, you’ll incorrectly update on either s or ¬s (with equal probability), even though experience won’t teach you either. Then, your pre-experimental
credences are as shown in figure 8a. You bite into the pear and it tastes sweet to
you. The result of updating on s with excondi is shown in figure 8b. This is
exactly the result of updating on the input {< ¬d , s >, < d , ⊤ >} with hcondi.
More generally, suppose that, if the background theory t is true, then experience will teach exactly one of the propositions in the partition {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN }.
If, however, the background theory t is false, then experience will teach nothing
at all, though you will still erroneously update on one of ei . Then, your experiential experiment is {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN , ⊤}, and for each of the ei , you are certain that
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Tei ↔ t ∩ ei ,35 and you are certain that T⊤ ↔ ¬t . So the result of updating on
ei with excondi will be:
Cei (ϕ) =
=

∑
f ∈E
N
∑
j =1

C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Uei )
C (ϕ | t ∩ e j ) · C (t ∩ e j | Uei ) + C (ϕ | ¬t ) · C (¬t | Uei )

If the background theory t is true, then you will update to ei iff ei is true, so
C (t ∩ ei | Uei ) = C (t | Uei ) and C (t ∩ e j | Uei ) = 0 if j ̸= i . So the above
reduces to
Cei = C (ϕ | t ∩ ei ) · C (t | Uei ) + C (ϕ | ¬t ) · C (¬t | Uei )
If whether you update on ei is independent of whether the background theory is
true, C (t | Uei ) = C (t ), then excondi will deliver the same result as updating
on the input {< t , ei >, < ¬t , ⊤ >} with hcondi. If Uei is not independent of t ,
then excondi and hcondi need not agree. This is for the good, since the fact that
hcondi holds fixed your credence in the background theory t was a problem with
that update rule. It is not a problem excondi shares. If C (t | Uei ) > C (t ), then
updating on ei will confirm the background theory. If C (t | Uei ) < C (t ), then
updating on ei will disconfirm the background theory. If the chance of the pear
tasting sour is one-in-a-million, while Sabeen is as likely as not to have slipped
you the drug, then C (d | U¬s ) will be much greater than C (d ), and excondi
will set C¬s (d ) much higher than C (d ).
Given an experiential experiment E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eN } and a pre-experimental
credence, excondi tells you which propositions to become certain of upon updating on each ei . In this way, excondi determines certainty experiments from
experiential experiments and pre-experimental credences. Unlike evcondi, the
certainty experiments excondi determines need not be partitions, so, unlike evcondi, excondi is consistent with externalism. Even if your experiential experiment is a partition, your certainty experiment need not be. For instance, in our
simplified version of Williamson’s clock, your experiential experiment, {1, 2, 3, 4},
was a partition, though, according to excondi, your certainty experiment was the
non-partition {¬1, ¬2, ¬3, ¬4}. Similarly, even if your experiential experiment
is not a partition, your certainty experiment still could be. Immodesty suffices
for a partitional certainty experiment whether your experiential experiment is a
partition or not. And both your experiential and certainty experiments could be
non-partitions. Consider, for instance, the example from figure 8. Your experiential experiment is the non-partition {s , ¬s , ⊤}, while your certainty experiment is
35

I suppose here that the lessons of experience are factive: experience will teach that ei only if ei
is true.
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Ub
Uv
Ug

b ∩ Tb
49/100
14/100
7/100
7/10

v ∩ Tv
4/100
14/100
2/100
2/10

g ∩ Tg
1/100
1/100
8/100
1/10

(b)
Figure 9

the non-partition {¬d → s , ¬d → ¬s }.
It could be that, though experience will teach you one of a partition of propositions, this will not allow you to become certain of any new proposition. You
observe at a cloth in dim lighting. You know the cloth is either blue, violet, or
green, you regard each color as equally likely, and while you know that experience
will teach you its true color, you are not certain to correctly learn experience’s lesson. If the cloth is blue, you think you’re most likely to recognize it as blue (70%),
though you may incorrectly think it’s violet (20%) or green (10%). Similarly, if
it’s violet, you’ll most likely recognize it as violet (70%), though you may think its
blue (20%) or green (10%) instead. And, if it’s green, you’ll most likely recognize
it as green (80%), though perhaps you’ll mistake it for blue or violet (10% each).
Then, your credences, before looking at the cloth, are as shown in figure 9a. The
result of updating this pre-experimental credence distribution on b with excondi
is shown in figure 9b. Your credences shift along the partition {b, v, g }, though
you do not become certain of any proposition.
Learning episodes like this were discussed by Jeffrey (1965) (though Jeffrey thinks about them differently from the way I am suggesting we think about
them).36 In Jeffrey’s treatment, the input to your update is a set of ordered pairs
of propositions ei and real numbers αi , {< ei , αi >}i , such that the ei form a partition and the αi sum to 1. Inputs like these are eponymously called ‘Jeffrey shifts’.
The interpretation of a Jeffrey shift is that αi is the post-experimental credence
that ei which has been rationalized in experience. In the case of the dimly-lit
cloth, your Jeffrey shift may be {< b, 7/10 >, < v, 2/10 >, < g , 1/10 >}. If so,
36

See also Field (1978), who presents a rule similar to Jeffrey’s. Field’s way of thinking about
these learning experiences was also different from Jeffrey’s, as well as from the way I am suggesting we think about them here.
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then the post-experimental credence distribution in figure 9b is exactly the one
recommended by Jeffrey’s update rule, known as:
Jeffrey conditionalization
If C is your pre-experimental credence function and {< ei , αi >}i is
the Jeffrey shift acquired in the experiment, then your rational postexperimental credence function, C + , is such that, for every proposition ϕ,
(jcondi)

C + (ϕ) =

∑
i

C (ϕ | ei ) · αi

More generally, suppose that 1) experience will teach one of the partition {ei }i ,
and 2) these lessons are factive, so that experience teaches ei only if ei is true. Then,
updating with excondi on the proposition e ∈ {ei }i is equivalent to updating
with jcondi on the Jeffrey shift {< ei , C (Tei | Ue ) >}i .
Proof. By definition, {Tei }i is a partition. If Tei entails ei , for each ei , and if
{ei }i is a partition, then {Tei }i and {ei }i must be the very same partition. Then,
C (ϕ | Tei ) = C (ϕ | ei ). So excondi says:
!

Ce (ϕ) =
=

∑
i

∑
i

C (ϕ | Tei ) · C (Tei | Ue )
C (ϕ | ei ) · C (Tei | Ue )

which is the result of updating on the Jeffrey shift {< ei , C (Tei | Ue ) >}i .
To repeat: the way that Jeffrey thought about Jeffrey shifts is very different from the way that I am suggesting we think about them. However, it is still
noteworthy that excondi provides us with a way of understanding experiments
which rationalize certainty in no proposition; and that, equipped with that understanding, the update prescribed by excondi aligns with the update prescribed
by jcondi, given a Jeffrey shift on the natural partition. Insofar as the prescriptions of jcondi were plausible in these kinds of experiments, this lends credence
to excondi.
The same goes for evcondi and hcondi. Hild and Schoenfield did not
explicitly understand their rule as an update strategy for experiential experiments
in which you are immodest. Nevertheless, their arguments for evcondi implicitly
assume immodesty, and the paradigm cases with which Hild and Schoenfield
were concerned may be understood in this way. So understood, excondi will
agree with evcondi. Insofar as the arguments for and prescriptions of evcondi
were plausible in conditions of immodesty, this lends credence to excondi. Similarly, I did not explicitly understand hcondi as an update strategy for experiential
experiments in which you stand to learn one of a partition of propositions if some
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background theory t is true, and you stand to learn nothing if t is false. However, the paradigm cases with which I was concerned may be understood in this
way. And, so understood, excondi agrees with hcondi (modulo updating your
credence in the theory t ). Insofar as the prescriptions of hcondi were plausible
for these cases, this lends credence to excondi.
5 In Summation
The externalist says that our certainty experiments need not form a partition. If
the externalist is correct, then conditionalization cannot hold in full generality.
If your certainty experiment can fail to form a partition, then conditionalization
can advise you to plan to become more confident of a proposition, no matter the
experiment’s outcome, and this is not a rational plan. I’ve suggested a way for
externalists to understand how a certainty experiment could fail to form a partition, as well as an update strategy for these situations. On this understanding,
we begin with the notion of an experiential experiment—the set of propositions
which might be the strongest proposition experience teaches. Your update is a
plan for responding to this experiential experiment. If experience may teach that
e and no more, then your update says which post-experimental credence to adopt
in this contingency. If you are certain to follow this plan correctly—if you are
immodest—then your certainty experiment will form a partition. If, however,
you modestly foresee possibilities of error, then your certainty experiment need
not form a partition. In either case, you should strategize to update with excondi.
This is the available update strategy with maximal expected accuracy (given any
strictly proper, additive, and extensional measure of accuracy). If you are immodest, then excondi agrees with Hild and Schoenfield’s evcondi—which is to
say: if you are immodest, then your certainty experiment will form a partition, and
excondi agrees with condi. If you stand to learn that one of a partition of propositions is true if a background theory t is true (and you stand to learn nothing
otherwise), then excondi agrees with hcondi—so long as the background theory t is independent of how you’ve updated. Moreover, excondi solves hcondi’s
problem with updating your credence in the background theory. If your updating on e makes it more/less likely that t is true, then, unlike hcondi, excondi
will raise/lower your credence that t . If you are modest enough, your experience
could fail to rationalize certainty in any proposition. These look like the motivating cases for Jeffrey’s update rule jcondi. And, in these cases, excondi agrees
with jcondi, given a Jeffrey shift on the natural partition.
I don’t say that externalism is correct. Perhaps it is, perhaps not. (Myself, I’m
undecided.) What I say is this: if externalism is correct, it is correct because you
should sometimes modestly anticipate the possibility of updating contrary to plan.
This modesty could be moderate or extreme. It could be that, though you will
certainly adopt a post-experimental credence which was planned for some contin-
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gency, you may end up adopting the wrong post-experimental credence for the
contingency in which you in fact find yourself. This is a moderate modesty. If you
are extremely modest, you foresee the possibility of adopting a post-experimental
credence which you didn’t plan to adopt under any contingency. If you are extremely modest, I have no advice to offer. If, however, you are moderately modest,
then I say: you should plan to update with excondi.

A Technicalities
Proposition 1. excondi is the available mixed update strategy which maximizes expected
accuracy, given any strictly proper, additive, and extensional measure of accuracy.
∑
Proof. If A is additive, then A (Ce , w) has the form ϕ A (Ce (ϕ), ϕ, w), and the expected accuracy of an available mixed update strategy µ is given by
∑ ∑

C (w) ·

f ∈E w∈T f

=

∑∑∑

∑

C (Ue | T f ) ·

e ∈E

C (Ue | T f ) ·

ϕ e ∈E f ∈E

∑

∑
ϕ

A (Ce (ϕ), ϕ, w)

C (w) · A (Ce (ϕ), ϕ, w)

w∈T f

Pick a ϕ and pick an e ∈ E. Let x := Ce (ϕ). We want the choice of x which maximizes
the equation above. This will be the choice which maximizes
∑

∑

C (Ue | T f ) ·

f ∈E

C (w) · A (x , ϕ, w)

w∈T f

If A is extensional, then there is some A1 and some A0 such that

A (x , ϕ, w) =

A1 (x )
A0 (x )

if w ∈ ϕ
if w ∈
/ϕ

So the choice of x with maximal expected accuracy will be the one which maximizes
∑

C (Ue | T f )

f ∈E

=

∑
f ∈E

∑
w∈T f ∩ϕ

C (w) · A1 (x ) +

!

∑
w∈T f ∩¬ϕ

C (w) · A0 (x )

C (Ue | T f ) (A1 (x ) · C (T f ∩ ϕ) + A0 (x ) · C (T f ∩ ¬ϕ))

=A1 (x )

∑

!
C (T f ∩ ϕ) · C (Ue | T f )

f ∈E

+ A0 (x )

∑

!
C (T f ∩ ¬ϕ) · C (Ue | T f )

f ∈E

If a choice of x maximizes this equation, then it will continue to maximize it if we divide
it by the positive constant C (Ue ):
!
∑ C (T f ∩ ¬ϕ) · C (Ue | T f )
+ A0 (x )
C (Ue )
f ∈E
!
!
∑ C (T f ∩ ϕ) C (Ue ∩ T f )
∑ C (T f ∩ ¬ϕ) C (Ue ∩ T f )
·
·
=A1 (x )
+ A0 (x )
C (T f )
C (Ue )
C (T f )
C (Ue )
f ∈E
f ∈E
!
!
∑
∑
=A1 (x )
C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Ue ) + A0 (x )
C (¬ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Ue )
∑ C (T f ∩ ϕ) · C (Ue | T f )
A1 (x )
C (Ue )
f ∈E

f ∈E

∑

f ∈E

!

f ∈E

C (− | T f ) · C (T f | Ue ) is a probability function, so the above may be written as
A1 (x ) · α + A0 (x ) · (1 − α)

with α :=

∑
f

C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Ue ). Since A is strictly proper, α is the unique value

of x which maximizes the equation above. So, for any e and ϕ, the unique choice of
Ce (ϕ) which maximizes expected accuracy is
Ce (ϕ) =

∑

C (ϕ | T f ) · C (T f | Ue )

f ∈E
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